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Mt Teide on Tenerife – the highest mountain on the Canary Islands (Fred. Olsen) 

 

Welcome on board! 
 
A cruise to southern waters is appealing at any time of year, 

especially as the nights draw in during October & November.  

As short cold days are commonplace in northern Europe we 

can expect milder weather further south. 

 

Sailing from Liverpool we have two days at sea to relax, 

unwind, & enjoy the facilities and lectures on board Black 

Watch. 

 

Our first port of call is Lisbon, Portugal’s beautiful waterside 

capital, where history resides in every square and along 

every cobbled street.  

 

We continue south overnight to the Canary Islands where the 

barren landscapes of Lanzarote are our first stop. Huge 

volcanic eruptions in the middle of the eighteenth century 

transformed the landscape. Volcanic cones of rich hues rise 

from the broken landscape, creating a striking image under 

what we hope will be clear blue skies. 

 

From Lanzarote we move on to Gran Canaria. Its 

landscapes are so varied that it is known as a miniature 

continent. About half of the island is a protected natural area. 

Ravines, dams and reservoirs are also features of the 

landscape and a unique aspect which differentiates it from 

the other Canary Islands is the evidence of human 

occupation over about 4000 years.   

 

Sailing west we next visit the largest of the Canaries - 

Tenerife, an island with a lush green north and a dry, barren 

south. Visually the island is dominated by Mt Teide, Spain’s 

highest mountain, and the long ridge which descends from it 

to the north east.  Elsewhere there are laurel and pine 

forests and terraced gardens, and beyond, of course, the 

famous beaches. 

 

 Our final port of call in the Canaries is La Palma. The 

island’s most amazing feature is the collapsed volcanic cone, 

the Caldera de Taburiente, one of the largest in the world.  

Our walk takes us into the Fuencaliente region and the 

southern volcanoes.  

 

We sail north and overnight arrive in Madeira. Whilst not 

connected to the Canaries, it is similarly volcanic in origin. 

From a sub-tropical coast the land rises to barren mountains 

at nearly 2000m. Lower down the collapsed calderas are 

now green and fertile, and it takes some feat of the 

imagination to see them as former volcanoes.  



 
 
The north of the island is wetter and wilder than the south. 

Over the centuries the famous levadas system of water 

channels has been constructed to bring the water through 

the mountains to the towns and villages. For the person who 

likes to explore on foot, these make perfect footpaths. 

 

A relaxing day at sea follows until we arrive on the west 

coast of Portugal where our final port of call is Oporto, very 

much a working city. The city’s historical centre and 

waterfront, its cathedral and port cellars make is a very 

worthwhile destination.  

 

As we sail from one exotic location to another, each day we 

return to the familiar comforts of Black Watch, where an 

excellent dinner awaits us. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Your Cruise Day by Day 

We hope to carry out the following itinerary as described. Where possible we aim to walk at high level to get the best views. Should 

the weather not be suitable, however, we will normally endeavour to provide alternative low-level walks.  

 

 

Day  1 
Saturday  

27th  October  
Sail from Liverpool 

 

Today we board Black Watch and sail south to Portugal. 

 

 Check in for the cruise begins one hour prior to 

embarkation. 

 Embarkation at the cruise terminal usually begins 

three hours before departure and closes one hour 

prior to sailing. 

 At Liverpool you will be greeted by Fred. Olsen 

Cruise Lines’ staff, including porters who will 

arrange for your luggage to be delivered to your 

cabin. 

 There will be a letter from your Ramblers Cruise & 

Walk Holidays leader in your cabin informing you of 

the place and time for you to meet the rest of the 

group. 

 Sailing time is usually from mid afternoon to early 

evening and will be confirmed on your travel 

documents. 

 

 

Days  

2 & 3 

Sunday 28th  

& Monday   

29th October  

Sailing to Portugal 

 

We have two days at sea to relax and enjoy the ship’s 

facilities.  There is usually a range of activities available on 

board – you may choose to join a fitness class or visit the 

onboard gym, attend one of the on board lectures, treat 

yourself to a treatment in the spa or just simply relax in one 

of the lounges with a coffee and a book from the library. 

Each evening a Daily Times newsletter will be placed in your 

cabin, detailing events and timings for the following day. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Day  4 
Tuesday   

30th  October  
Exploring Lisbon 

 

We dock in Lisbon early afternoon where a local guide 

shows us what makes Lisbon one of Europe’s most attractive 

and interesting capitals, with its steep cobbled streets, a 

waterside setting and imposing 18
th

 century buildings.  

 

 
     Lisbon from the Rooftops (Fred. Olsen) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Day  5 
Wednesday 

31st October  

Sailing to the  

Canary Islands 
 

 

We have a further day at sea to enjoy the comforts of life on 

a cruise as Black Watch sails south west towards the Canary 

Islands 

 

 

Day  6 
Thursday  

1st November  
Walking on Lanzarote 

 

 

When you arrive in Lanzarote you are struck by the parched 

landscape. Travelling south, however, into the area of the 

most recent volcanic activity, you realise that the countryside 

in the north is comparatively quite lush! We start our walk in 

Femes, on the border between the lunar landscapes of the 

south and the more fertile hillsides of the centre and north. 

We ascend into the mountains to a rocky and sometimes 

rough ridge, and then drop to a quiet and tranquil valley 

followed by a secluded lava beach which is an ideal location 

for a swim. We then follow the coast path north with fine 

views. The path then snakes through to the unspoilt resort of 

Playa Quemada where a few nice bars are available. 

10.2km (6.3 miles), 150m�400m↓, 3 ½ hours 

We may take a later dinner this evening in The Palms Café 

in order to enjoy our walk to the full 

 

 
Arriving at Playa Quemada for a welcome drink (Al Sarjeant) 

 

 

Day  7 
Friday 

2nd November  

Walking on Gran 

Canaria 
 

On our full day on Gran Canaria we have a wonderful walk 

which shows many different facets of the island. Starting at 

Cruz de Tejeda at 1500m we descend through pine woods 

and then over farmland, enter a verdant barranco, and pass 

through hamlets to reach the picturesque centre of Teror. 

Here we look at the basilica and balconies and take a drink 

in the square. This walk involves 900m of gradual descent, 

but taken at an easy pace is still within the grade. 

13km (8 miles); 4 ½ hours; 200m� / 900m 

 

 
Teror, at the end of our walk on Gran Canaria (Photo Gran Canaria Natural) 

 

 

Day  8 
Saturday  

3rd November  
Walking on Tenerife 

 

Our day starts with a spectacular coach ride heading towards 

Mt Teide (3715m), driving along the high ridge in the centre 

of the island. We arrive at El Portillo at over 2000m and from 

here walk through beautiful desert-like terrain with unusual 

flora. Here we are in las Cañadas, the huge collapsed 

caldera at the centre of the island. There are fine views of 

the summit of Teide and over to the north coast. We reach 

the summit of La Fortaleza at 2159m before descending to 

meet our coach again at the Parador de las Cañadas.  

 

13km (8 miles); 200m↑↓; 4 hours 

 
Canades National Park near Mt Teide (Photo: Bill Kenney) 

 

 

Day  9 
Sunday 4th 

November  
Walking on La Palma 

 

Our morning arrival into La Palma gives us time to explore 

the island’s volcanic landscape. We drive to the southern 

end of the island at Fuencaliente. Our walk takes us on the 

volcanoes of San Antonio and Teneguia, the latter of which 

is the newest volcano in the Canaries, having started to erupt 

in 1971.  

10km (6 miles); 350m�↓; 3.5 hours 

 



 
 

 
On Volcan San Antonio, La Palma (Bob Rogers) 

 

 

Day 10 
Monday  

5th November  
Walking on Madeira 

 

What we do today will depend upon the weather. If we have 

clear skies we will drive up to the pass at Boca da Corrida at 

nearly 1200m. From here we walk to the pass at Boca do 

Cerro from where there are sensational views to the island’s 

other big peaks and down into the massive eroded caldera 

which makes up the centre of the island. We then return the 

same way. 

7km (4.3 miles), 330m�↓, 3 hours 

 

From Boca do Cerro there is the option to climb part or all 

the way up to Pico Grande (1654m), but this is a rough and 

steep path at times and involves a further 400m of ascent 

and descent. 

 

If the weather in the mountains is not good, we will instead 

take transport to the far eastern end of the island. Here 

the stark and beautiful promontory of the Ponta de São 

Lourenço nearly always has good weather, though 

sometimes it’s a bit breezy. 

8km (5 miles), 180m�↓, 3 hours 

 

 
Drink stop at Boca do Cerro (Tom Bryson) 

 

Day  11 
Tuesday  

6th November  
Sailing to Oporto 

 

After a hectic 5 days ashore on walks we have a day at sea 

to sit back and relax as Black Watch heads north towards 

Oporto 

 

 

Day  12 
Wednesday 

7th November 

Sightseeing in 

Oporto 
 

On leaving the ship we meet our local guide and take the 

metro into the centre of Porto. We then visit the market, the 

rail station to see the famous wall tiling, the cathedral and old 

town and have coffee in the square. After a walk along the 

river bank, dependent upon time we may have the 

opportunity to visit a port cellar. 
 

 
Porto at sunset (Shutterstock ) 

 

 

Days  

13  & 14 

Thursday  

8th & Friday 

9th November  

Sailing to the UK 

 

We have two days at sea to relax and enjoy being looked 

after on our voyage back home with time to think back over 

the wonderful destinations we have visited. 

 

 

Day  15 
Saturday  

10th November  
Arrival in Liverpool 

 

We arrive in Liverpool in time for disembarkation soon  

after breakfast. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Additional Information 
 

 

Walks & Excursions 

 

Each evening the leader will discuss and arrange the 

programme for the following day.  Should you not wish to 

join the party, please let the leader know.  The described 

walks assume that the weather will be good and that the 

ship will keep to the planned schedule. We may have to 

change the walks if the ship’s schedule changes or there is 

poor weather in the mountains. 

 

Whilst sightseeing plays a small part in our itinerary, no 

entrances to museums or monuments are planned, and 

therefore no entrance fees are included in the price of the 

holiday 

 

 

What’s Included 

 

 Accommodation on board. 

 All meals and snacks throughout your cruise. 

 Complimentary tea and coffee during the day and early 

evening at selected venues.   

 All entertainment on board 

 Sports & leisure facilities on board 

 All port taxes for UK ports. 

 Porterage on board. 

 A programme of walks from our ports of call including 

any necessary local transportation costs. 

 Transport to and from the ship by the ship’s shuttle bus 

service, if necessary, at all the places we visit. 

 Tips to the restaurant staff. 
 

 

 

What’s Not Included 

 

 Any drinks on board  

 Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines’ shore excursions 

 Hairdressing, health, beauty treatments and selected 

fitness classes 

 Personal laundry and dry cleaning 

 Holiday Insurance 

 Discretionary gratuities to the crew (apart from the 

restaurant staff), drivers, guides etc both on board and 

ashore 

 Entrances to any museums or sites unless specifically 

mentioned in the itinerary. 

 Any local excursions not included in the Ramblers 

Cruise & Walk Holidays programme, or merely 

mentioned as possibilities in this Holiday Information 

Sheet. 

 Occasionally a local guide or your Ramblers Cruise & 

Walk Holidays leader might suggest entering a site or 

monument in a city for which there is an entrance fee to 

pay. Please allow approximately £20 for this on this 

holiday. 

Black Watch 

Our cruise ship is Black Watch. Fully refurbished in 2016 

she has ten decks with a maximum capacity of 804 

passengers. The ship has a friendly and attentive crew of 

approx 330. Black Watch is sleek, intimate and harks back 

to the days when cruise ships were revered for their style 

and charm, focusing on providing a traditional cruise 

experience.   

 

On board facilities include two swimming pools, a fitness 

centre, a health & beauty salon, a sun deck, Jacuzzis, 

several lounges and bars, a card room, library, internet 

room and restaurants. The ship has a medical centre, a 

boutique, a shop where you can buy essentials such as sun 

cream or toiletries, and there is also a laundrette and ironing 

room on board. 

 

After dinner there are always shows, reviews and evenings 

of cabaret for your entertainment. Choose from the Neptune 

Lounge for an evening show or perhaps head to the Marina 

Theatre and catch one of the latest movies on offer.  

 

Our accommodation is in twin and single cabins with shower 

and WC. All cabins are equipped with individually controlled 

air-conditioning, television, hairdryers, tea and coffee 

making facilities and a safety deposit box. Black Watch has 

a non-smoking policy on board and smoking is not permitted 

in any cabin. Allocated cabins will be an inside cabin 

(normally on the Marina or Atlantic Decks) unless you have 

paid a supplement to upgrade. Those booking single cabins 

may not necessarily be allocated a twin cabin for sole use.  

Your cabin steward will keep your cabin in immaculate 

condition throughout your stay, replacing any linen or towels 

as or when required. Separate towels are provided for 

poolside use. 

 

 
     Black Watch (Fred Olsen) 

 

Black Watch operates a satellite telephone system, with 

telephones in each cabin, and personal mobile phones 

enabled for international roaming should work on board. 

The voltage on board Black Watch is supplied at 110 volts – 

60 cycles (a U.S. style 2 pin plug is required) and 220 volt 

60 cycles (requiring a continental style 2-pin plug). If you are 

in any doubt as to the appropriate voltage to use your 



 
 
electrical appliances on board, please check with the ship’s 

Reception Desk. Adapters are usually available for hire on 

board, or may be bought at the ship’s shop. 

 

Deck plans for Black Watch can be viewed at the following 

address:  

 

http://www.fredolsencruises.com/our-ships/our-cruise-

ships/black-watch/deck-plans/black-watch  
 

 

Meals 

 

So what’s on the menu? One certainty is that no one aboard 

ship will ever go hungry. All meals are included and you 

start the day with breakfast, a buffet arrangement where you 

can choose from fresh fruits, cereals, yoghurts, a full 

English breakfast, cheeses, cold cuts, breads, pastries, 

fresh juices and unlimited tea or coffee.  

 

We’ll take our lunches onboard on cruising days and the 

choice is yours: sample the ample buffet in the restaurant, 

see what’s on offer in the informal café or choose an 

alfresco poolside affair.  When we’re out for the day we’ll be 

provided with a packed lunch. 

 

 
Punta São Lourenço on Madeira (Al Sarjeant) 

 

Dinner is a sumptuous five course feast. The choices are 

many, and the food is excellent. The menus are varied and 

mouth-watering, freshly cooked by award-winning chefs.  

Special diets such as fat-free, vegetarian and gluten-free 

meals can be catered for.  Dinner is taken in a stylish 

restaurant with smiling courteous waiting staff creating a 

wonderful atmosphere for your evening meal. We are 

booked for dinner at 6.15pm to allow you plenty of time to 

also enjoy the evening entertainment if you wish. Wine can 

be pre-ordered from the Maître’d or over the interactive 

intranet in your cabin. 

 

A later buffet dinner may be taken on certain days in the 

Palms Café where the food is virtually the same as that 

served in the main restaurant. 

 

And if this is not enough, there is also morning coffee, 

afternoon tea and extensive late night suppers to indulge in!  

We’ll also have an exclusive drinks party for our group one 

evening in addition to the Captain’s welcome and farewell 

parties and a traditional afternoon tea with waiter service on 

one of our sea days. 

 

Complimentary tea and coffee can be found aboard ship 

throughout the day, usually in the informal café.  Other 

drinks must be purchased but prices are very reasonable. 

No alcoholic drinks purchased ashore may be taken aboard 

the ship for consumption during the cruise.  

 

If you have any special dietary requirements such as 

diabetic, gluten/wheat free, dairy free/soya, vegetarian, 

vegan, or low fat please advise us at the time of booking or 

no later than 14 weeks prior to departure. 
 

 

Getting to Liverpool 

Departing from the maritime city of Liverpool is the route to 

a friendly and efficient start to your holiday. Embarkation 

and disembarkation takes place in the same shared space 

and so for this reason, it is important that guests adhere 

closely to the allocated check-in time which can be found on 

your cruise ticket. Due to Border Force regulations, 

embarking guests arriving early are not permitted to enter 

the building until disembarkation and baggage reclaim is 

fully completed.  

The Check-in facilities once open, take place within the 

Passenger Lounge which seats approximately 400 guests. 

Refreshments, sandwiches, cakes and snacks are available 

for purchase during embarkation from a small kiosk within 

the Passenger Lounge. 

Once the ship is ready for boarding, the distance from the 

Passenger Lounge to the ships gangway is approx. 150m.  

 

The Quayside is accessed via a Link-span bridge; the 

gradient of this bridge can be steep at low tide so a mini-bus 

is available for those guests with reduced mobility. 

Black Watch is accessed from the quayside via the ships 

own gangway. This is a fairly steep gangway with 

approximately 40 steps 

Satellite Navigation System Users 

The terminal is accessible by car and taxi and is located 

within the secure port facility next to the Liver Buildings and 

clearly identified ‘Liverpool Cruise Terminal’ – the postcode 

for SatNav users is L3 1DL. 

 

Directions 

 

From M6 

Leave the M6 at Junction 21a, and take the M62 towards 

Liverpool. Follow the M62 to the end, keeping directly 

ahead for the A5080. Continue on this road until it merges 

into the A5047, following signs to Liverpool City Centre, 

Albert Dock and Central Tourist Attractions. 

 

 

http://www.fredolsencruises.com/our-ships/our-cruise-ships/black-watch/deck-plans/black-watch
http://www.fredolsencruises.com/our-ships/our-cruise-ships/black-watch/deck-plans/black-watch


 
 
From A55 (North Wales) 

Head west on the A55, then continue onto A494. Merge 

onto the A550, via the ramp to Birkenhead, stay on the 

A550 before continuing onto the A41. Bear left onto Tunnel 

Road, then right onto King's Square (Toll Road). Stay on 

the Mersey Tunnel/Queensway route and then turn onto 

the A5036. 

 

All Routes from the City Centre 

Liverpool Cruise Terminal is not signposted from the city 

centre but follow the brown signs on the arterial routes for 

Liverpool and/or Waterfront until you reach The Liver 

Building which is the ideal landmark for passengers to 

locate the cruise terminal which will be clearly identifiable 

with ‘Liverpool Cruise Terminal’ signage at this point. 

 

Guests should be aware that the Liverpool Cruise Terminal 

is located within the secure port facility.  Independent 

passengers arriving at the port should follow the yellow 

signs for Liverpool Cruise Terminal. Once at the Cruise 

Terminal drop off area, porters will take all large items of 

luggage for direct delivery to the vessel – please ensure 

that all large pieces of luggage are clearly identified with 

the labels provided with your tickets.   

 

Parking 

Should you require car parking at your departure port, 

please contact: 

 

Company: Cruise and Passenger Services 

Price: From £9.50 per night 

Tel: 0345 071 3939 

email: info@candps.com  or visit: www.cruiseparking.co.uk 

 

Please be aware that pre booking is required.  

 

Travelling by Train 

Lime Street Station is Liverpool’s main national rail 

terminus, with main line trains to and from Manchester, 

London, Scotland and the rest of the UK. National Rail 

Enquiries (Tel: 08457-484950) can assist with specific train 

timings. For those wishing to book a taxi pick up please call 

Computer Cab (Liverpool) Ltd on 0151 298 2222 or email 

martin@merseycabs.co.uk 

 
 

Embarkation 

 

On arrival at the port you will need to produce both your 

ticket and a valid passport, so please ensure you have both 

readily to hand. When checking in you will be issued with 

your ship’s pass and boarding card.   Your ship’s pass acts 

as your security pass and on board account card for the full 

duration of the cruise. Each time you embark or disembark 

the ship your card will be swiped to record whether you are 

on board or ashore. In addition your hand luggage may be 

subject to either x-ray scanning or a manual search each 

time you re-join the ship. 

 

 

 

Disembarkation 

 

At least 24 hours before the end of your cruise the full 

disembarkation instructions will be placed inside your cabin.  

Please ensure you have settled all on board accounts 

before leaving the ship.  

 

 
The seafront in Funchal (Photo: Graham Elson) 

 

 

Health & Fitness 

 

Although most cruises experience calm seas, there is 

always the possibility of heavy weather.  It is possible in 

these circumstances that some clients may be susceptible 

to sea-sickness. You may wish to consider packing some 

travel motion sickness medication which can greatly reduce 

any symptoms.  Please liaise with your local pharmacist or 

doctor for advice regarding particular medication. 

Advice on vaccinations is available from your GP, or can be 

obtained from the Medical Advisory Services for Travellers 

Abroad (MASTA). In addition, general travel advice is 

available from the Foreign and Commonwealth Office at 

www.fco.gov.uk/travel.  

 

 

Passports & Insurance 

 

Passport, visa and health requirements can change at any 

time. It is your own responsibility to ensure that you inform 

yourself from a professionally qualified source on, and 

comply with, such requirements. It is a condition of carriage 

that all guests must hold a full and valid passport, the 

validity of which is dependent upon the destinations visited. 

Some ports of call will require at least 6 months validity after 

your return to the UK. Since you will be denied boarding if 

unable to present your passport at check-in, please ensure 

your passport is kept in your hand baggage. 

 

It is a good idea to carry photocopies of the personal details 

pages of your passport.  Should you lose your passport, this 

may assist with the issue of replacement documents when 

you return to the UK. This should also allow you to change 

money.  

 

mailto:info@candps.com
http://www.cruiseparking.co.uk/
http://www.fco.gov.uk/travel


 
 
Please take your European Health Insurance Card (EHIC) 

with you - it will help in the event of an emergency. See the 

Medical Services Abroad section of our General Information 

Booklet for further details. It is important to check your EHIC 

is current as it is issued with an expiry date.  

 

Please also remember your insurance details – the party 

leader will ask for this information locally and you will not be 

able to join our walking and activity programme without this 

information. The walk on Tenerife is at over 2000m. Your 

holiday insurance should therefore cover you for guided 

walking above 2000m. 

 

 

Luggage 

 

Your luggage allowance is 200lbs or 90kg. For safety 

reasons, each piece of luggage should weigh less than 

44lbs or 20kg. 

 

 

Clothing & Equipment 

 

Daytime wear 

Daytime wear is casual with comfortable shoes for walking 

around deck. A lightweight jacket or coat is recommended 

for the early evening when the sun sets. 

 

You may also like to take a towel and swimwear as 

Balmoral has two swimming pool, two Jacuzzis and a sauna 

& steam room. Towels are provided at the poolside should 

you forget your own. During the day casual wear is allowed 

in the restaurant but not swimwear.  

 

 

 
 

Evening wear 

During your cruise there will be both formal and smart 

casual evenings. On formal evenings, gentlemen are 

encouraged to wear ‘black tie’, although a dark suit and tie 

will be fine, with ladies elegantly dressed in cocktail or 

evening dress.  

 

On smart casual evenings men can wear open necked 

shirts, chinos and dark coloured jeans, and women a dress 

or casual separates. 

 

Clothing and equipment for walking  

Some of the walks will be rough underfoot at times, so we 

recommend proper walking boots with a Vibram sole. 

Although we hope the weather will be sunny, there is a 

chance of rain, so waterproofs are strongly recommended. 

Some walks start high up, so warm fleeces should also be 

take 

 

 

Currency 

 

The currency on board ship is sterling. A credit account 

system is operated on board allowing bar drinks, wine in 

restaurants, laundry charges, purchases from the shop and 

any other incidental expenses to be automatically charged 

to your account. Payment is required at the end of your 

cruise.   

 

The following credit cards are accepted: Diners Club, 

MasterCard and Visa.  Visa debit cards are also accepted 

but American Express, Solo, Electron, travel agent debit 

cards or traveller’s cheque cards are NOT accepted on 

board. Please note there is a 1.5% surcharge for bills 

settled by credit card.  

 

The ship operates a Bureau de Change on board, where 

currency can be purchased or sold subject to local currency 

restrictions. All major currencies are stocked based on the 

cruise destinations with no commission charge and 

competitive rates.   

 

 

Tipping 

 

Fred. Olsen operates a system whereby the recommended 

level of gratuities will be automatically added to guests’ on-

board accounts at the end of the cruise.  Ramblers Cruise & 

Walk Holidays include the tips for the dining room waiters 

but £2 per guest per day will be added to all on board 

accounts for cabin stewards.  Anyone wishing to vary the 

amount given can do so via reception and guests are free to 

remove the charge from their onboard account and tip the 

relevant staff in the traditional ‘envelope & cash’ method if 

they prefer. 

 

 

Maps & Suggested Reading 

 

Sunflower Books (www.sunflowerbooks.co.uk) ‘Landscapes 

of…’ series publish walking guide books to all the Canary 

Islands we visit, as well as Madeira. They include 

background information and excellent small maps, as well 

as detailed descriptions of many of the walks we take, either 

in part or in full. The books are both an excellent taster for 

what you can expect on each island as well as a souvenir 

once you have returned. 

 

Alternatively there is a Lonely Planet Guide to the Canary 

Islands which has background information on the islands.  

 



 
 
All the Canary islands we visit are well covered by a 

combination of Kompass and Discovery Tour & Trail Maps.  

 

There is a Rough Guide to Portugal which has good 

sections on Lisbon and Porto. This and other books and 

maps can be obtained from: 

 

The Map Shop 

15 High Street 

Upton upon Severn, Worcs. 

WR8 0HJ  England 

Tel : 01684 593146  Fax : 01684 594559 

www.themapshop.co.uk 

themapshop@btinternet.com 

 

 

General  Information 

 

Please note that this Holiday Information sheet may be 
periodically updated and reissued. 
 
In most cases any revisions will be minor and the overall 

nature of the holiday will be unchanged. Should we need to 

make a major change to the holiday arrangements between 

you booking your holiday and your date of travel we will 

notify you to specifically draw your attention to any 

significant change. 

 
You may wish to review the latest version of the Holiday 
Information sheet online prior to travel 

Ramblers Cruise & Walk Holidays 

Lemsford Mill 

Lemsford Village 

Welwyn Garden City 

Herts 

AL8 7TR 

 

Tel : +44(0) 1707 386767  

 

E-Mail : info@cruiseandwalk.co.uk 

 

www.cruiseandwalk.co.uk                
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